
ME Series Gyra-Vib®
Separator

The ME Series vibratory separator utilizes an innovative drive sys-

tem giving the user greater control over screening applications – pro-

viding accurate particle travel and increased production.  Available 

in a wide range of sizes and finishes, the vibratory separator can 

integrate nicely within existing processes or new applications.

Standard NEMA foot-mounted motor. 
Explosion-proof motors can be used for 
hazardous locations and can be sup-
plied in any voltage requirement.

The variable speed pulley is easily ac-
cessible and mounted on the motor, 
isolating the screen vibration from the 
motor. The motor is mounted on an ad-
justable motor slide base allowing for 
a variable speed range of 950 to 1450 
rpms.

The slide base is adjustable for the con-
trol of frequency. Power is transmitted 
from the motor to the balance cages us-
ing a variable speed belt.

The reversible center locking devices 
allow positive screen tensioning up or 
down.

Balance cages are mounted on a large 
diameter shaft between standard, 
heavy-duty, double spherical roller 
bearings. Specially designed bearing 
housings have greater grease capacity 
for long life as well as convenient lubri-
cation fittings.
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The innovative ME Series is designed 
for projects that require a wide range of 
vertical and horizontal action intensities.  
It features a variable speed pulley and 
a motor mounted on an adjustable slide 
base for precise control of frequency – 
providing accurate material travel and 
increased production.

The ME variable speed rotational sys-
tem with balance cages assures exact 
control of lift/throw components.  These 
balance cages allow for finer adjustments 
and more efficient screening compared 
to a fixed rpm.  Off-center weights on the 
balance cages produce eccentric throw.   
While some weights are bolted in position, 

others drop freely over pins.  The mov-
able weights make it easy to change flow 
patterns to accommodate variations of 
product specifications.   

The upper balance cage weights influ-
ence horizontal movement of particles on 
the screen.  At the same time, weights 
on the lower balance cage cause axis tilt, 
producing a lift in the gyratory screening 
process.  The configuration of weights on 
the lower balance cage is termed the “tilt 
convey system”.  Midwestern Industries’ 
engineers establish the most effective tilt 
convey configuration for the material be-
ing processed.

ME Series Gyra-Vib® Dimensions - Single Deck

The dimensions above reflect a basic, single-deck separator. Multiple decks and ac-
cessories will alter overall dimensions depending on your screening needs. A detailed 
drawing is provided to each customer for individual accuracy.

Scalping or Product Sizing
As the material travels across the screening surface the par-
ticles greater than the selected screen opening are retained, 
while finer particles pass through screening media.  This pro-
cess repeats itself upon each screening surface, Midwestern 
separators come in single and multiple deck units.



Frames
Midwestern services all your screening needs by manufacturing pre-

mium frames and accessories to fit most round vibratory separators.  

These items are designed to keep production levels high and downtime 

at a minimum.  All of our frames are constructed to meet the demand-

ing needs of the processing industry. 

Kleener Tray System

The kleener tray clamps securely in place 

and does not interfere with screen changing.  

Its unique “Z” ring mounting provides un-

paralleled rigidity.  The system can be used 

with or without a distribution pan and existing 

equipment can be easily converted to accept 

this system.  The clip-in style operates more 

quietly than the perforated plate style.

Diverter Frame

The diverter frame is useful when deal-
ing with a high volume of undersize. 
After the material passes through the 
screen mesh, it is angled directly to the 
downspout for quick discharge. Can 
easily be implemented in both dry pro-
cessing and liquid/solid applications.

Series Feed Frame

Specifically manufactured for high ca-
pacity screening, the series feed frame 
gives the user the ability to screen the 
material twice with one machine. 

Ball Tray System

The ball tray assembly will reduce blinding 

caused by damp material and near-size plug-

ging of the sizing screen mesh.  Also, the 

secondary vibration caused by the bouncing 

balls against the sizing mesh helps stratify 

the material for greater throughput.  The 

standard 2” ball tray (as illustrated) or op-

tional internal ball tray systems are available.  

The ball tray assembly can be installed on 

most makes of separators now in service.

Riser (Base)

In order to help our customers meet spe-
cific height requirements, Midwestern 
offers risers that can easily attach to the 
base of most separators.  Available at 
the time of purchase or be retrofitted at a 
later time, the risers can be constructed 
to meet your industries’ requirements.

RAS System

Available in a low-profile, single or double-

deck design, the RAS system allows for the 

fines to fall through the screen while the 

oversized material gently cascades over the 

screen’s edge and into an inclined path to 

the discharge chute. Perfect for applications 

with a huge percentage of oversized material 

and slurries. 
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Replacement Screens & Parts
Midwestern recognizes your need for one supplier to offer a wide 

variety of screens and parts for all your round vibratory separators – 

regardless of make or model.  We work with our customers to ensure 

Midwestern offers the type of screens you want in the sizes you need.  

Round & Square Screens

Sizes range from 18 to 72 inches 

and can fit nearly every make and 

model of separators with various 

mounting methods – including 

strict food grade standards.

Clear Opening Screens

Midwestern offers clear opening 

screens and customer weaves not 

shown on our mesh chart. Speak to 

a sales professional for options and 

availability.

Ultrasonic Screens

In a constant effort to supply our 

customers with innovative screening 

options, we offer ultrasonic screens 

for various makes and models, 

rescreening is also available.

Perforated Screens

Customized to meet your screen-

ing needs, our perforated screens 

come in a wide range of sizes and 

are available with round and slotted 

openings.

Sandwich Screens

Plastic sliders or rubber balls are 

sandwiched between a sizing 

screen and the back-up mesh pro-

viding added vibration dislodging 

near size particles and allowing 

material to flow more efficiently.

Bulls-Eye Screens

Applying silicone beads in a bulls-

eye pattern between the sizing 

screen and back-up mesh reduces 

friction while extending the life and 

performance of the screen.

Wagon Wheel Screens

Dense material on fine mesh 

screens and larger diameter 

screens can benefit from the added 

support provided by the wagon 

wheel design.  Made to fit most 

makes and models of separators.

Select from 18 to 72-inch diameter round screens • 
and square screens in 22 and 44-inches.

Custom-woven screen meshes.• 

All new round screens include free gaskets.• 

Able to meet industry specifications.• 

Competitive prices.• 

On-time deliveries.• 

Supplier for most makes and models!• 

Custom Screen Options

As a manufacturer, not a reseller, 

Midwestern works with our custom-

ers to provide customized screen-

ing solutions. From nylon mesh 

to “white wall” screens, we supply 

unconventional screens for your ap-

plication. Speak to a sales profes-

sional for options.

Midwestern’s Quality is Unmatched
We continually invest in the latest manufacturing 
processes to ensure our screening products exceed 
your expectations.

Toll Free: 877-474-9464




